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Introduction 
The purpose of Attachment D is to provide an overview of submissions received on the Amendment items and 
the significantly different changes made to each item over all four rounds of public consultation.  It includes the 
number and sentiment of submission points and a summary of the key points raised for each round of 
consultation. Attachment L includes details of all non-significantly different changes made in response to 
submissions. 
 
Across the four rounds of public consultation, a total of 2,130 submissions were received, which raised a total of 
24,145 points of submissions.  Of these 21,298 (88%) were related to items within the Amendment package.  
The figures and information outline in this Attachment focus on these points of submission. Attachment M 
includes an overview of the submission points that are not related to the Amendment package. 
 

 

THEME 1: 
HEIGHT AND DENSITY 
 

 

Item 1&2 – Building height overlay map and new building height categories 
First consultation round overview 

2138 
Submission points 

39% 
Support or support in part 

41% 
Oppose 

20% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 

• Supports the introduction of the 7 height categories. Suggest additional visual representation showing heights in 
storeys and metres would be beneficial 

• Raises concern over no explanation or definition of 7 building height categories. Recommends explanations and 
definitions are included for the 7 building height categories; and colour coding should include heights in metres 

• Supports the change from ‘3 storeys, 15 metres’ to ’12 metres’ 
• Supports introduction of colour coded height maps 
• Opposes the change from ‘3 storeys, 15 metres’ to ’12 metres’ as 12 metres could potentially allow 4 storeys   
• Suggests that both metres and storeys should be retained to regulate height, raising concern that development will 

result in pancake style buildings with flat roofs and no mixed-use opportunity for retail or office space which require 
greater floor to ceiling heights 

• Suggests public open space should have a height limit consistent with adjoining residential areas, rather than 11.5 
metres 

• Opposes the heights in Palm Beach. Opposes current development of high rise apartments in Palm Beach 
• Raises concern that the removal of storeys raises uncertainty around the number of storeys permitted and questions 

whether the new 15 metres allow 5 storeys in the Nobbys Beach neighbourhood centre compared to the existing 15 
metres (3 storeys) and whether the new 12 metres mean 4 storeys compared to the existing 12 metres (3 storeys) 

• Supports reduction in building height on Pacific Parade in Currumbin 
• Opposes the building height for the Currumbin Neighbourhood centre zone being higher than surrounding residential 

area 
• Opposes the 50% height exceedance allowance in the Strategic framework 
• Raises concern that absolute building heights will discourage innovation in the design of the building 'crown' 
• Requests that a reference to the Stage 3B light rail corridor be included in the Strategic Framework 
• Raises concern that buildings will be built to maximum height limits and setback and site cover restrictions will be 

ignored 
• Raises concern about overshadowing of the beach caused by high rise development 

 
 ‘Significantly different’ changes 
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Following consideration of Round one submissions, the below ‘significantly different’ changes to the 
Amendment package were re-advertised.  
 
The following table outlines the proposed changes and the results from the second round of consultation. 
 

Items 1&2 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 2 
General 

2 
Submission points 

50% 
Support or support in part 

50% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Supports the change, but raises concern that the Amendment does not go far enough to protect communities from 
high rise development 

• Raises concern that the changes lack meaningful reference to protecting local character 
 

(a) Change to emphasise that increased heights and densities will not be able to be justified on the basis of the 
future light rail corridor expansion 

179 
Submission points 

94% 
Support or support in part 

4% 
Oppose 

2% 
Comment only 

• Requests removal of the words “until appropriate investigations have been done” and define the term “appropriate”  
• Requests further strengthening of the provisions to ensure the light rail corridor cannot be used to justify increased 

heights and densities  
• Requests clarification of what the development along the light rail urban renewal area will look like 
• Opposes the change as the light rail will attract higher density living 
• Supports the change and suggests that high rise be permitted at Jacob’s Well 
• Opposes the change as it is not in line with concentrating development around transport hubs 
• Supports the change within Palm Beach and concerned that existing development is damaging character 
• Supports the change 
• Opposes the change as poor drafting 

(b) Reduced height designation for the Currumbin Neighbourhood centre 

171 
Submission points 

98% 
Support or support in part 

<1% 
Oppose 

1% 
Comment only 

• Supports the change 
• Requests reduced building heights be extended to Palm Beach 
• Opposes the reduced height designation 
• Raises concern that developers can still lodge applications under the superseded scheme for 12 months 

(c) Improved administration definitions for all the building height categories to link the Building height overlay 
map to the Strategic intent, but ensure the categories are not used to justify greater heights in development 
applications  

191 
Submission points 

90% 
Support or support in part 

8% 
Oppose 

2% 
Comment only 

• Opposes the inclusion of storeys and building heights 
• Supports the change and suggests further refinements to the definition. 
• Supports the change 
• Requests the removal of the 50% height exceedance test from the whole City Plan 
• Supports the change but concerned about the lack of parking, lack of open space and the social issues associated 

with development 
• Recommends that all unzoned land needs a building height designation 
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Items 1&2 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 2 
• Recommends refinements to the Administrative definitions 
• Raises concern that the 50% height exceedance test will not support the urban communities of Chirn Park, Labrador 

and Biggera Waters 

(d) Reduced heights along Jefferson Lane (between the Seventeenth Avenue and Laceys Lane) in Palm Beach 
to respond to infrastructure constraints in and around the lane 

213 
Submission points 

86% 
Support or support in part 

13% 
Oppose 

1% 
Comment only 

• Opposes the changes as reducing heights on Jefferson Lane will negatively impact on dwelling supply  
• Opposes the changes as it will devalue properties 
• Opposes the changes 
• Requests heights be reduced everywhere 
• Supports the changes and recommends a Jefferson Lane character study occurs with community involvement 
• Raises concern that Jefferson Lane is unsafe and requests Council undertake a safety audit 
• Requests reduced heights at Cypress Terrace North, Palm Beach 
• Supports the changes 
• Requests that Council identify the specific infrastructure constraints and how the reduced heights and densities align 

with these infrastructure constraints 
• Supports change and raises concern that road widening setbacks are not being applied 
• Raises concern that the density changes do not match the policy position identified in the Council’s December report 
• Opposes the change as there is no evidence to support the change 
• Requests introduction of a road widening setback 
• Opposes an introduction of a road widening setback 

 
It should be noted, the change to Jefferson Lane (item (d) in the table above) was intended to include a 
reduction to building height on both sides of Jefferson Lane and a reduction in residential density and a zone 
change on the eastern side of Jefferson Lane. For the second round of consultation, while the proposed 
changes to Jefferson Lane were correctly communicated, the Residential density overlay mapping was 
incorrect. 
 
A Third round of public consultation was therefore undertaken to ensure the community was provided the 
opportunity to provide feedback on the proposed reduction in residential density along Jefferson Lane, Palm 
Beach.  The following table outlines the proposed changes and the results from the Third round of consultation: 
 

Items 1&2 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 3 
(a) reduction in residential density from RD6 to RD5 along the eastern side of Jefferson Lane, Palm Beach 

21 
Submission points 

48% 
Support or support in part 

52% 
Oppose* 

0% 
Comment only 

*it should be noted that 30% of the points that opposed the amendments raised objections that the changed density was too 
high, rather than suggesting that the density should remain at the current designation. If these were counted as support, or 
support in part, the percentage of points in opposition would only be 35%. 
 
• Supports change. 
• Requests the change be adhered to 
• Opposes the change as it will adversely impact the economy, light rail and dwelling supply and is inconsistent with 

urban consolidation 
• Opposes the change as site development potential will be lost and infrastructure constraints have not been identified 
• Opposes the change as existing developments do not meet City Plan requirements and any change needs to include 

review of all high rises in Palm Beach 
• Opposes density on Jefferson Lane due to impacts on traffic, parking and character 
• Opposes density on Jefferson Lane due to insufficient amenities and parking 
• Requests reducing building heights to 4 storeys along the beach front of all suburbs 
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Items 1&2 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 3 
• Opposes the density on Jefferson Lane, raising concern that it exceeds capacity and existing approvals are destroying 

Palm Beach, requesting major density reduction on Jefferson Lane  

 

Item 3 – New Low-medium density residential zone 
First consultation round overview 

  

450 
Submission points 

92% 
Support or support in part 

5% 
Oppose 

3% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
The key submissions points made in relation to this item are as follows: 
• Supports inclusion of this additional zone 
• Supports restrictive height policy within this zone 
• Supports the removal of 50% exceedance test so that there is certainty around what can be built 
• Opposes minimum lot sizes that encourage small lots and increased building heights 
• Suggests that infill developments should have a minimum lot size of 800m2 
• Opposes a height of 3-4 storeys or 15 metres high in the Low-medium density residential zone as there will be a loss 

of privacy, overshadowing, group housing, increased noise, reduced availability of on-street parking 
• Supports the introduction of a definition for Terrace housing development 
• Opposes minimum lot sizes that encourage small lots and increased building heights 
• Suggests a new Performance Outcome within the Low-medium density residential zone code that will require 

provision of building caps and rooftops within the Building height allocated on the Building height overlay map. This 
will help to ensure good design outcomes are achieved through the provision of attractive roofscape 

• Requests Acceptable Outcomes and Performance Outcomes refer to a minimum frontage of 11m for duplexes to 
ensure sufficient space for on street parking.  Object to performance based outcomes as they are non-prescriptive and 
the opposite of a sustainable plan 

• Recommends removal of the note referencing HX building heights in Table 5.5.2. 
 
‘Significantly different’ changes 
Following consideration of Round one submissions, the following ‘significantly different’ changes to the 
Amendment package were re-advertised.  The following table outlines the proposed changes and the results 
from the Second round of consultation. 

Item 3 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 2 
General 

1 
Submission points 

0% 
Support or support in part 

100% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Raises concern that changing zoning of land along the future Light rail stage 3A route from Medium density residential 
(3 storeys, 15m) to Low medium density residential (12m) is unjustified 

(a) Introduce a new provision in the Multiple accommodation code to regulate roof form to ensure that the 
planned 3 storey outcome is achieved 

171 
Submission points 

96% 
Support or support in part 

2% 
Oppose 

2% 
Comment only 

• Supports the changes and suggests additional refinements 
• Supports the changes but concerned they will not be enforced 
• Requests justification of the change 
• Opposes the inclusion of land that currently has a building height of greater than 9m in the Low-medium density 

residential zone 
• Opposes maximum building heights in the Strategic Framework for areas in the Low-medium density residential zone 
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Item 3 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 2 
(b) Introduce a new provision (Acceptable outcome) in the Multiple accommodation code to support an 800m2 

minimum lot size for Multiple dwellings greater than 12 metres in height in the Low-medium density 
residential zone 

191 
Submission points 

88% 
Support or support in part 

9% 
Oppose 

3% 
Comment only 

• Supports the changes and requests additional properties are included in the Low-medium density residential zone 
• Supports the changes and requests they be applied to the land in the Medium density residential zone 
• Raises concern that the change is not a mandatory requirement 
• Raises concern that plot amalgamation is not required 
• Supports the change and requests a design guideline be established 
• Supports the change and requests reasonable setback requirements 
• Supports the change and concerned with narrow lot frontages in Palm Beach  
• Opposes the change 
• Requests the removal of the minimum lot size requirements from the Low-medium density residential zone 
• Opposes the rezoning of Jefferson Lane, Palm Beach 

 
Further ‘Significantly different’ changes 
Following consideration of Round two submissions, the following ‘significantly different’ changes to the Our City 
Our Plan amendment package were re-advertised.  The following table outlines the proposed changes and the 
results from the Fourth round of consultation. 
 

Item 3 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 4 
(a) Refine provisions in the Multiple accommodation code to promote visually interesting and distinctive roof 
forms for multiple accommodation in the Low-medium density residential zone 

114 
Submission points 

96% 
Support or support in part 

3% 
Oppose 

3% 
Comment only 

• Supports change, and raises concern terms 'interesting' and 'distinctive' may not achieve good design outcomes 
• Supports the change with the following inclusions: 

• regulation of roof forms should also address requirements for roof terraces, shade, green roofs, limiting the impact 
of plant rooms, lift overruns, etc 

• assessment of roof aesthetics should be undertaken by highly qualified design experts 
• requirement for buildings to provide thermal comfort without reliance on air conditioning 

• Supports the proposed change in relation to Miami and Mermaid Beach localities. 

 

Item 4 – Residential density changes for limited areas 
First consultation round overview 

3 
Submission points  

67% 
Support or support in part 0%  

Oppose 33% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Requests that apartments should not be allowed on Sovereign Island 
• Recommends improvement to Section 3.3.3.1(10) 
• Requests that the ‘Sovereign Island approach’ be applied to Currumbin and Nerang to protect established character 

 
 ‘Significantly different’ changes 
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Following consideration of Round one submissions, there were no significantly different changes identified for 
Item 4. 
 

Item 5 – Building height changes for limited areas 
First consultation round overview 

28 
Submission points  

89% 
Support or support in part 11%  

Oppose 0% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Supports reduction in height from 15 metres to 12 metres in Currumbin 
• Supports the reductions in height for Burleigh Heads District centre 
• Opposes the reduction in height from 15m to 12m for various properties 
• Opposes the reduction in residential densities from RD8 to RD6 at Varsity Lakes. 

 
Following consideration of submissions, there were no changes identified for Item 5. 
 

Item 6 – Building height changes for limited properties 
First consultation round overview 

8 
Submission points  

38% 
Support or support in part 50%  

Oppose 12% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Requests for further reductions in height for Main Beach 
• Supports building height reductions 
• Opposes building height reductions 
• Requests that Currumbin Wildlife Sanctuary have a 19 metre building height. 

 
 
Following consideration of submissions, there were no changes identified for Item 6. 
 

Item 7 – Chevron Island zoning review 
First consultation round overview 

22 
Submission points  

59% 
Support or support in part 27%  

Oppose 34% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Supports the reduction in heights for Chevron Island 
• Requests densities be reduced on Chevron Island 
• Requests the removal of the 50% height exceedance test on Chevron Island 
• Opposes reductions in building height 
• Requests for further reductions in building height 
• Requests for improved open space on Chevron Island 
• Supports the Impact assessment trigger for density 
• Raises concern about the car parking and traffic impacts 
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• Recommends that the two hour parking limits be reinstated 
• Raises concern about increased densities and their effect on service delivery for emergency services. 

 
Following consideration of submissions, there were no changes identified for Item 7. 
 

 

THEME 2: 
BUILT FORM AND URBAN DESIGN 
 

 

Item 8 – Community benefit bonus elements policy removal 
First consultation round overview 

438 
Submission points  

<1% 
Support or support in part 93%  

Oppose 7% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Recommends that the policy be retained and enforced 
• Opposes the removal of the policy 
• Suggests introduction of rewards for sustainability, energy efficiency and exemplary architecture 
• Suggests introduction of an independent professional review panel 
• Requests the reintroduction of an Impact assessment trigger for density and reinstatement of the policy 
• Supports the removal of the policy 

 
Following consideration of submissions, there were no changes identified for Item 8. 
 
Item 9 – Built form improvements 
First consultation round overview 

1458 
Submission points 

31% 
Support or support in part 

4% 
Oppose 

65% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Supports the introduction of the six design principles 
• Support the premise of introducing the Site context and urban design policy 
• Raises concern that the Site context and urban design policy is only a policy and should have greater weight within 

City Plan  
• Raises concern with the operation of the new amenity provisions within the zone code  
• Supports the changes to the new setbacks and site cover provisions 
• Supports changes to private open space provisions 
• Requests clarification with the amendments to the Light rail urban renewal overlay code 
• Suggests built form changes to the residential zone codes provisions 
• Opposes the proposed 12m side and rear boundary setbacks for buildings over 55m within the High density 

residential zone 
• Raises concern that proposed building envelopes will limit the ability to provide dwellings within the Consolidation 

area and restrict delivery of a critical housing form, negatively impacting housing affordability 
• Raises concern that adjoining lots will need to be acquired/amalgamated to achieve the required setbacks 
• Raises concern about the cost and time of having to acquire/amalgamate adjoining allotments and the impacts to 

project feasibilities, reduction in housing supply and increase in unit prices 
• Opposes the built form outcome is desirable or consistent with the built form character sought for the Gold Coast in 

past studies, or that required in modern cities 
• Recommends that Council reduce the proposed setback requirements or maintain the existing provisions which allow 

building height to guide the setback requirements 
• Raises concern that the proposed setback, site cover and car parking changes will restrict development and place 
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pressure on housing affordability and supply. Requests an economic assessment and development feasibility 
analysis is undertaken to assess the impacts of the proposed changes 

• Raises concern that increased building setbacks will have significant impact upon residential outcomes. Requests 
greater flexibility of setbacks to allow for articulation to the façade. 

 
‘Significantly different’ changes 
 
Following consideration of Round one submissions, the following ‘significantly different’ changes to the Our City 
Our Plan amendment package were re-advertised.  The following table outlines the proposed changes and the 
results from the Second round of consultation. 
 

Item 9 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 2 
General matters 

2 
Submission points 

50% 
Support or support in part 

50% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Commends the objective to revise and refine controls to better reflect contemporary architecture and promote good built 
form outcomes 

• Suggests that architectural utopia is being prioritised above practical design issues, requesting an economic analysis of 
the proposed amendments 

(a) Modify setback provisions in the High density residential zone code and the Light rail urban renewal area 
overlay code  

187 
Submission points 

91% 
Support or support in part 

4% 
Oppose 

5% 
Comment only 

• Supports the changes and recommends setbacks, deep soil requirements and landscaping be linked  
• Opposes the reduced setbacks and requests that the original setbacks be reinstated 
• Requests the reconsideration of prescriptive siting requirements for towers 
• Requests the introduction of siting provisions for development on small lots 
• Requests a formal working group to refine provisions 
• Raises concern that the changes are not economical and will have a negative impact on dwelling supply 
• Recommends specific changes and improvements to setback, site cover, subtropical design, building articulation, blank 

walls and landscaping provisions 
• Opposes the changes as they are unrealistic 

(b) Introduce deep planting provisions in the Low-medium density residential zone code, Medium density 
residential zone code, High density residential zone code and the Light rail urban renewal overlay code 

231 
Submission points 

97% 
Support or support in part 

3% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Supports changes but recommends the provisions be strengthened 
• Supports changes and recommends increasing the site area required for deep planting 
• Opposes the inclusion of the provision in the zone code and suggests its inclusion in the use codes 
• Requests the provisions be strengthened to require deep planting is a minimum width and length 
• Requests improvements to the Deep planting Administrative definition 
• Requests the deep planting provisions be amended to be realistic and workable 
• Requests the deep planting percentage be reduced to 10% in line with other Councils 
• Opposes the provisions as they are impractical and uneconomical 
• Requests improvements to the codes to strengthen planting outcomes 
• Opposes the provisions as they are excessive and suggests alternative landscaping outcomes be permitted 
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Item 9 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 2 
 

(c) Modify the content and layout of the Site context and urban design policy and the zone code provisions that 
relate to urban context 

175 
Submission points 

98% 
Support or support in part 

<1% 
Oppose 

2% 
Comment only 

• Supports the proposed changes and suggests further amendments including that the Site context and urban design 
policy be applied to Code assessable development 

• Requests all developments address climate change impacts 
• Raises concern that the Site context and urban design policy is only a policy 
• Suggests inclusion of a design response for reconfiguration of a lot and small material changes of use 
• Suggests improvements to the design principles 3-5 of section 3.4.2.1 of the Strategic Framework to improve the clarity 

and effectiveness  
• Suggests improvements to the landscaping and character outcomes 
• Opposes the Site context and urban design policy as it duplicates routine information provided 
• Requests the Site context and urban design policy only be applicable to Impact assessable applications 
• Suggests addition of a note in the Emerging community zone to require a Site context and urban design report 

 
(d) Introduce a tower base height for development outside the Light rail urban renewal area overlay in the 

Strategic Framework 

172 
Submission points 

93% 
Support or support in part 

7% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Supports the proposed maximum podium height of 5m 
• Opposes the proposed change if it allows for above-ground car parking outside of the Light rail urban renewal overlay 

area 
• Opposes the proposed change on the basis that tower base heights should be increased 
• Raises concern that podiums do not contribute to streetscape amenity by constraining landscaping provision, 

suggesting that all basement car parking outside the Light rail urban renewal overlay area must be underground 

 
Further ‘Significantly different’ changes 
Following consideration of Round two submissions, the following ‘significantly different’ changes to the Our City 
Our Plan amendment package were re-advertised.  The following table outlines the proposed changes and the 
results from the Fourth round of consultation. 
 

Item 9 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 4 
(a) Refine deep planting requirements in the Low-medium, Medium and High density residential zone codes, the 
Light rail urban renewal area overlay and the High-rise accommodation codes 

447 
Submission points 

28% 
Support or support in part 

49% 
Oppose 

23% 
Comment only 

• Recommends revised wording to clarify that the quantitative measures of the Acceptable outcomes inform the intent 
of the Performance outcomes and the Overall outcomes to prevent excessive relaxations of provisions  

• Recommends setbacks and deep planting provisions are linked to ensure setbacks are large enough to 
accommodate large trees 

• Recommends where no setback is mandated, buildings are setback for a portion of their frontage to allow for deep 
planting 

• Opposes the proposed change to reduce deep planting. Suggests an Acceptable outcome that requires 10% deep 
planting provided that assessable vegetation is retained 

• Opposes proposed change to reduce deep planting from 15% to 12% in Low-medium and Medium density residential 
zones 

• Notes that deep planting percentages will not apply to the Primary and Secondary focus areas of the Light rail urban 
renewal area overlay 
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Item 9 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 4 
• Supports the proposed change to clarify the intent of deep planting in the Frame and Transition areas of the Light rail 

urban renewal area overlay 
(b) Change setback provisions in the Centre zone to ensure development provides side and rear setbacks to 
residential zones, rather than all existing residential activities 

103 
Submission points 

2% 
Support or support in part 

98% 
Oppose 

<1% 
Comment only 

• Supports the changes, suggesting access to the Infill Capacity Assessment report would be helpful to fully understand 
this change 

• Opposes changes to setbacks in the Centre zone 
• Opposes the proposed change as residential amenity of existing residences is being dismissed 

(c) Update Setback and Site cover provisions in Low-medium, Medium and High density residential zone, Centre 
zone, Neighbourhood centre zone, Mixed use zone and Light rail urban renewal area overlay codes to consider 
future development potential of adjoining sites 

109 
Submission points 

96% 
Support or support in part 

3% 
Oppose 

1% 
Comment only 

• Supports the proposed change in relation to Miami and Mermaid Beach localities 
• Supports the proposed change as it will mitigate site cover and setback relaxations that have occurred in the past and 

will improve amenity and liveability in urban areas 

(d) Change provisions that reference ‘Towers’ to be more specific to the types of buildings these apply to, where 
appropriate in the context of the provisions 

107 
Submission points 

0% 
Support or support in part 

100% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Opposes the proposed change as Tower is commonly understood and there is likely to be an omission with the 
changed term 

• Opposed to tower separation in AO4.2 of the High-rise accommodation code, as impractical and will adversely affect 
tower viability. No economic analysis has been undertaken 

• Opposes the proposed change as tower creates a visual image of buildings over a certain height and building refers to 
any height 

(e) Change the term ‘Tower base’ to become ‘Building base’ 

6 
Submission points 

0% 
Support or support in part 

67% 
Oppose 

33% 
Comment only 

• Suggests tower base should be removed from all Frame area setback/site cover criteria. Drawings should be replaced 
to be representative of the Frame area models 

• Opposes the proposed change as tower base provides better visual cues than building base. Confused also about the 
use of the term 'floor plate' of a tower or podium and suggests better definition is required 

(f) Update the Built form and scale Performance outcomes in the Low-medium, Medium and High density 
residential zone code to promote setbacks that increase in proportion to building height 

111 
Submission points 

5% 
Support or support in part 

5% 
Oppose 

90% 
Comment only 

• Supports the change in relation to Miami and Mermaid Beach 
• Raises concern proposed setback / site cover provisions for towers are not supported by any independent advice, are 

more onerous than those in the endorsed Urbis 2017 report and will reduce dwelling supply 
• Recommends Performance outcomes and Overall outcomes are strengthened to prevent excessive relaxations of 

expectations set by Acceptable outcomes 
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Item 9 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 4 
(g) Refine site context and urban design provisions to more clearly express the City's expectation in relation to 
character and other site and contextual matters 

119 
Submission points 

11% 
Support or support in part 

88% 
Oppose 

1% 
Comment only 

• Supports the proposed change, but raises concern it can be overridden in the development assessment process. 
Raises concern existing character is subservient to planned character, suggests the reintroduction of Local area 
plans / overlays to give confidence in the application of City Plan requirements 

• Opposes change as existing character should not be subservient to planned character, concern amended provisions 
ineffective in managing built form quality. Suggests reintroduction of Local area plans to better protect local character 
elements 

(h) Refine the provisions used for assessing increased density in the Low-medium density, Medium density, High 
density, Centre, Neighbourhood centre, Innovation, and Mixed use zone codes 

113 
Submission points 

9% 
Support or support in part 

89% 
Oppose 

3% 
Comment only 

• Supports the proposed change, but concerned relaxation of City Plan requirements results in density increases up to 
40% and the change does not address the removal of the 50% height exceedance in the Targeted growth area, 
thereby giving preferential treatment to this portion of the city 

• Supports the proposed change in relation to Miami and Mermaid Beach localities 
• Opposes the proposed change as beachside suburbs will be subjected to higher densities without consideration of site 

characteristics. Raises concern that the changes remain as loose criteria and the cumulative effect of increased 
density has not been considered. 

(i) Refine car parking provisions in the Centre zone to permit above ground parking for residential development, 
where it is fully integrated into the built form 

105 
Submission points 

2% 
Support or support in part 

97% 
Oppose 

1% 
Comment only 

• Opposes the proposed change, raising concern the incentive to construct above-ground car parking for commercial 
developments should not be given to residential development in Centre zones.  There is a risk this zone will be 
subsumed by residential uses at the expense of employment activities 

• Opposes the proposed change, requesting that residential and centre car parking should be at basement level to 
improve the visual amenity of Centre zones 

 
(j) Update setbacks in the Low-medium density residential zone to allow the ‘tiered’ setback approach to apply to 
development up to 12m 

112 
Submission points 

5% 
Support or support in part 

95% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Opposes change, concern will result in bigger building footprints with associated impacts. Suggests original 
amendment of 3m setbacks is assessed on a case-by-case basis and this would elicit better design 

• Supports the proposed change in relation to Miami and Mermaid Beach localities 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Item 10 – Changes to communal and private open space 
First consultation round overview 
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436 
Submission points  

92% 
Support or support in part 3%  

Oppose 5% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Supports increased private open space 
• Supports increased balcony space 
• Opposes the reduction in communal open space and potential loss of social interaction 
• Opposes the reduction in communal open space 
• Recommends the City Plan be improved to promote increased landscaped areas 
• Suggests introduction of a biophillic design policy 

 
Following consideration of submissions, there were no changes identified for Item 10. 
 

Item 11 – Existing Light rail urban renewal area overlay review 
Round 1 overview 

348 
Submission points  

3% 
Support or support in part 85% 

Oppose 12% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Raise concern about a range of drafting and technical issues with the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code 
• Opposes any podium development 
• Requests review of the Light rail urban renewal overlay code to ensure all buildings not associated with the corridor or 

transition area are setback from the street a minimum of 6 metres 
• Requests car parking areas for high rise buildings be located underground 
• Suggests that Transition and Frame areas of the Light rail urban renewal area overlay should not allow podium 

development. 
• Opposes extension of light rail, especially in Palm Beach, raising concern that light rail extension will lead to 

undesirable intensification of built form 
• Opposes light rail leading to relaxations on built form design requirements, primarily building height, but also 

setbacks, car parking, communal open space, and density 
• Requests addition of a timeframe for the investigation into the extension of the light rail 
• Requests future stages to be included on the Light rail urban renewal area overlay map 

 
‘Significantly different’ changes 
 
Following consideration of Round one submissions, the following ‘significantly different’ changes to the Our City 
Our Plan amendment package were re-advertised.  The following table outlines the proposed changes and the 
results from the Second round of consultation. 
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Item 11 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 2 
(a) Revisions to the light rail urban renewal overlay code content and structure to improve its useability, 

remove any unnecessary duplication with the underlying zone code provisions and modify provisions to 
improve alignment 

178 
Submission points 

95% 
Support or support in part 

3% 
Oppose 

2% 
Comment only 

• Supports the proposed changes and recommends a character and urban design master plan be established for local 
villages 

• Opposes the changes and requests the mapping show the exact location of the light rail 
• Recommends community led planning for Palm Beach along the light rail corridor 
• Requests specific changes to provisions to improve clarity and reduce generalisation 
• Requests the inclusion of a definition for ‘tower’ and ‘tall’ 
• Requests changes to the Overall outcomes to allow above ground parking 
• Requests an Impact assessment trigger when exceeding setback or site cover 
• Opposes removal of the light rail designation from the northern part of Southport 

(b) Modify the Light rail urban renewal overlay map to specifically reference the maximum height of tower 
bases in the relevant focus areas 

169 
Submission points 

<1% 
Support or support in part 

99% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Supports the proposed change in part 
• Opposes podium tower bases being used for car parking 
• Requests tower based parking not be permitted 
• Requests further community consultation before amendments are made to this code. 

 
Further ‘Significantly different’ changes 
Following consideration of Round two submissions, the following ‘significantly different’ changes to the Our City 
Our Plan amendment package were re-advertised.  The following table outlines the proposed changes and the 
results from the Fourth round of consultation. 
 

Item 11 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 4  
Item 11 (a) Remove sites in the Mixed use zone, Neighbourhood centre zone, Low impact industry zone and Low-
medium density residential zone from the Light rail urban renewal area overlay, to allow for the underlying zones 
to guide development 

107 
Submission points 

96% 
Support or support in part 

3% 
Oppose 

1% 
Comment only 

• Supports the proposed change. Suggests that retaining overlay would have provided for consistent setbacks for 
amenity and safety 

• Supports the proposed change in relation to Miami and Mermaid Beach localities 
 
Item 11 (b) Change the Light rail urban renewal area overlay map to move sites with a building height designation 
above 55 metres from the ‘Transition area’ designation into the ‘Frame area’ designation 

101 
Submission points 

99% 
Support or support in part 

0% 
Oppose 

1% 
Comment only 

• Supports the proposed change 
• Notes there is no relevance to the building height of 55 metres as a threshold for residential towers as opposed to any 
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Item 11 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 4  
other randomly chosen building height. 

 

 

Item 12 – Transport code changes 
Round 1 overview 

452 
Submission points  2% 

Support or support in part 
4%  
Oppose 

94% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Requests that traffic, congestion and parking be better managed 
• Requests introduction of better street tree planting 
• Requests better provisions to ensure road standards are achieved 
• Recommends readability improvements for the proposed table in the code 
• Supports the reduction in on-site visitor bicycle parking 
• Requests for increased parking requirements 
• Opposes the reduction of car parking  
• Requests a review of car parking rates to address shortfalls 
• Requests that no relaxations to car parking rates be approved 
• Opposes the proposed car parking rates for specific land uses 
• Requests better provision for sustainable vehicles 
• Requests that development over four-levels have basement car parks 

 
‘Significantly different’ changes 
 
There were no significantly different changes identified for Item 12. 
 

Item 13 – Shared access easement improvements 
First consultation round overview 

3 
Submission points  

33% 
Support or support in part 

67%  
Oppose 

1% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Supports the limitation on the number of lots that can share an access easement 
• Opposes the proposed change to restrict the number of lots that can share an access easement 
• Raises concern that the proposed restrictions will increase the number of driveways and reduce opportunities for 

street tree planting 

 
Following consideration of submissions, there were no changes identified for Item 13. 
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Item 14 – Driveways and vehicle crossings update 
First consultation round overview 

10 
Submission points 

40% 
Support or support in part 

40% 
Oppose 

20% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Recommends an additional provision for Self-assessable development to require sites that front roads identified on 

the Functional road hierarchy and with two or more road frontages, to have their vehicle access from the road with the 
least on-road traffic. This would be similar to the existing provision in the assessable section of the code and the 
Transport code 

• Recommends the Driveways and vehicle crossings code to include the required minimum distance between crossings 
of 7m or provide greater clarity to confirm 6m prevails over the 7m shown in RS-049 

• Suggests a change to wording in PO7 (a) from "ensure" to "avoid" and delete "are retained" as the idea that an 
existing and possible future street tree is essential in its location is not appropriate 

• Recommends a change to reference to the Queensland Development Code for the positioning of driveways from an 
intersection which states: “For corner properties, a driveway is not less than 12 metres from the point of intersection of 
the two street boundaries” 

• Recommends the Queensland Residential 30 Guidelines be used as the design standard for Small Lots 
• Recommends deleting parts of AO1 in order to give certification of design and construction of the proposed driveway 

by RPEQ greater weight 
• Suggests inclusion of a provision for existing street trees to be relocated or replaced 
• Suggests that proposed PO9 of the Works for infrastructure code says 'Driveways and vehicle crossings for proposed 

lots are considered in the design of the lots to ensure there is no conflict with existing or proposed city infrastructure, 
utility infrastructure and street trees’ and recommends removing the word 'ensure' and allow for an alternative solution 
of relocating infrastructure or making it trafficable. 

 
 ‘Significantly different’ changes 
 
Following consideration of Round one submissions, the following ‘significantly different’ changes to the Our City 
Our Plan amendment package were re-advertised.  The following table outlines the proposed changes and the 
results from the Second round of consultation. 
 

Item 14 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 2 
(a) Include new provision for sites that front roads identified on the Functional road hierarchy and with two or 

more road frontages, to have their vehicle access from the road with the least on-road traffic   

167 
Submission points 

100% 
Support or support in part 

0% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Supports the change 
• Supports the change in part, but opposes the change restricting development options for properties with two road 

frontages 

(b) For development proposing more than one driveway and vehicle crossing (e.g. a dual occupancy), the 
separation distance between the driveways be increased from 6m to 7m  

169 
Submission points 

99% 
Support or support in part 

1% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Supports the change 
• Opposes the change as 6m is sufficient for the parking of a car, landscaping and site pedestrian access points. 
• Suggests permitting a lesser separation distance where a greater supply of on-street car parking is provided. 
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Item 14 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 2 
(c) Provide an additional option for a non-standard driveway design to be certified by a Registered 

Professional Engineer of Queensland (RPEQ) 

169 
Submission points 

7% 
Support or support in part 

1% 
Oppose 

92% 
Comment only 

• Requests that standard driveways be self-assessable requiring an inspection by a RPEQ 
• Requests that non-standard driveways be setback 6m from property boundaries 
• Supports the changes 
• Recommends that driveways be designed within minimal impact on pedestrian movements 

 
 
 

 

THEME 3: 
TARGETED GROWTH AREAS 
 

 

Item 15 – Identified growth areas 
First consultation round overview 

677 
Submission points  

9% 
Support or support in part 

65% 
Oppose 

26% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Supports development close to the Broadwater and near public transport 
• Supports allocation of Targeted growth areas and suggests other parts of the city should be identified and included as 

Targeted growth areas 
• Supports the changes as they will support regeneration, new and more diverse housing supply, missing middle 

housing typologies and infill development 
• Raises concern to increasing zoning allocation, building height and or density 
• Raises concern that proposed changes will impact the village character of Chirn Park 
• Raises concern that proposed changes will result in a loss of the character / history / charm of the neighbourhoods 
• Raises concern that there will be no areas zoned Low density residential 
• Raises concern that proposed changes will drive out long term residents of the neighbourhood and displace existing 

low income renters 
Raises concern that families have invested in the neighbourhood by renovating existing houses 

• Requests that as Chevron Island has been downzoned to protect its character, why not Biggera Waters, Labrador and 
Southport 

• Raises concern regarding proposed building height changes for 180 Marine Parade Labrador 
• Raises concerns that there is a lack of infrastructure, services, amenities, public transport, active transport and public 

open space to support the proposed changes 
• Raises concern that proposed changes will result in increased traffic congestion 
• Raises concern that there is an existing lack of on-street parking and proposed changes will generally exacerbate 

existing on-street parking issues in the neighbourhood 
• Raises concern that proposed changes will impact vegetation protection, wildlife and result in the loss of trees in the 

neighbourhood 
• Raises concern that proposed changes will increase urban heat impacts in the neighbourhood 
• Raises concern that tall buildings will cause a wall effect 
• Raises concern that there is no employment in the area to support an increased residential population 
• Raises concern that proposed changes will result in reduced property values 
• Raises concern that proposed changes will create socio-economic issues. 
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‘Significantly different’ changes 
 
Following consideration of Round one submissions, the following ‘significantly different’ changes to the Our City 
Our Plan amendment package were re-advertised.  The following table outlines the proposed changes and the 
results from the Second round of consultation. 
 

Item 15 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 2 
General 

167 
Submission points 

1% 
Support or support in part 

99% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Raises concern about increasing building height and density in Labrador 
• Raises concern that the proposed changes will impact the character of Chirn Park 
• Raises concern that the proposed changes will result in loss of character, charm and history of neighbourhoods 
• Raises concern that there is a lack of infrastructure, services and amenities to support the changes 
• Raises concern that there is a lack of public transport to support the changes 
• Raises concern that the changes will result in increased traffic congestion 
• Raises concern that the proposed changes will exacerbate on-street parking issues 
• Raises concern that the proposed changes will impact vegetation protection 
• Raises concern that there is no employment to support increased population 

(a) Additional properties added to the Neighbourhood centre zone at Chirn Park, to reflect recent growth of this 
important centre which is a focal point of the neighbourhood. 

173 
Submission points 

96% 
Support or support in part 

<1% 
Oppose 

3% 
Comment only 

• Supports the changes 
• Raises concern that the change does not enhance urban legibility 
• Suggests introducing a “traditional residential area” for a greater area of Chirn Park and Labrador 
• Raises concern that the proposed change does not go far enough to maintaining the existing village feel of Chirn Park 
 
(b) Introducing a traditional residential area for a specific area in Southport West, as part of the Neighbourhood 

elements overlay, acknowledging the predominant architectural style in that area which is to be protected. 

174 
Submission points 

94% 
Support or support in part 

4% 
Oppose 

2% 
Comment only 

• Raises concern that the changes do not protect residential character, housing affordability, leafy environments, 
overshadowing, crowding, on-street parking issues, road safety and overdevelopment 

• Requests that building heights and density in Southport should be reduced 
• Requests that Medium and Low-medium density residential zones should apply where there is pre-existing commercial 

and medium rise development 
• Requests that the residential core of Southport West should be included as a traditional residential area 
• Suggest the Neighbourhood elements overlay be applied to other parts of the city 
• Opposes the identification of the traditional residential areas as these are located close to services, are underutilised 

and do not warrant character protection 
• Supports the change but requests the area be increased in size to include industrial areas. 
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Item 15 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 2 
(c) Introduction of a new Neighbourhood elements overlay map and associated code to more closely manage 

future growth and to assist in creating attractive and leafy neighbourhoods of the future 

393 
Submission points 

94% 
Support or support in part 

2% 
Oppose 

4% 
Comment only 

• Requests that Labrador Park Shopping Centre and adjoining properties be designated as a “gateway” site under the 
Neighbourhood elements overlay code 

• Supports the change and recommends it be extended to other suburbs 
• Requests improvements to street tree and planting provisions 
• Suggests mapping of existing mature vegetation should be used in development assessment 
• Requests developers retain existing street trees 
• Requests Council stipulate the percentage of tree canopy and deep soil requirements 
• Requests Council identify street planting as ‘green treed streets’ to create a ‘green grid’ across these suburbs 
• Suggests additional ‘cross-block’ links 
• Requests removal of the definitive building height cap 
• Requests removal of site cover as an Impact assessment trigger 
• Supports the change 
• Opposes the change as it creates administrative complexity 
• Requests amendments to the Neighbourhood elements overlay code 
• Requests Local Area Plans be developed alternative to the Neighbourhood elements overlay code to include 

meaningful details 
• Opposes the overlay map as the area it applies to do not exhibit characteristics that warrant protection 
• Suggested improvement to the Neighbourhood elements overlay code to clarify the size of shade trees 

 
(d) Introduction of an Impact assessment trigger for development within the targeted growth areas (other than a 

Dwelling house) where exceeding the relevant site cover for the development. This change reinforces the 
importance of achieving a balance between built form and landscaping as part of future development 

177 
Submission points 

94% 
Support or support in part 

4% 
Oppose 

2% 
Comment only 

• Supports the change and requests it be extended across the whole city 
• Opposes the change 
• Raises concern that the proposed change is a disincentive for apartment development 
• Requests that a site cover impact exceedance test apply to the whole city 

 
(e) Modifications to the Multiple accommodation development code, to improve the roof forms of new 

apartment buildings, to achieve greater variation and more attractive buildings. This change will apply 
citywide. 

165 
Submission points 

98% 
Support or support in part 

0% 
Oppose 

2% 
Comment only 

• Supports the changes and recommends refinements to roof form provisions and requirements for thermal comfort that 
does not rely on air conditioning 
 

(f) Modifications to the Strategic Framework so the 50% building height exceedance test cannot be applied to 
the targeted growth areas, providing the community with greater certainty regarding expected building 
height outcomes. 

181 
Submission points 

92% 
Support or support in part 

6% 
Oppose 

2% 
Comment only 

• Requests the removal of the 50% building height exceedance test from City Plan 
• Supports the change and recommends it be applied city-wide 
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Item 15 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 2 
• Opposes the change, requesting the 50% exceedance test be reinstated 
• Supports the change. 

 
(g) Refinements to zoning, building height and residential density in certain locations within Biggera Waters, 

Labrador and Southport West. The proposed refinements respond to the local neighbourhood qualities 
raised by the community, which were considered through the identification of individual sub areas within 
each targeted growth area. 

687 
Submission points 

33% 
Support or support in part 

66% 
Oppose 

1% 
Comment only 

• Requests that Labrador Park Shopping Centre and adjoining properties in the Centre zone, 26m building height and 
RD6 density 

• Raises concern that future developments will have negative liveability impacts 
• Requests that growth be focused within greenfield, expansion and industrial areas 
• Requests that growth be distributed across the city 
• Supports the changes and requests the same studies be undertaken for other Gold Coast suburbs 
• Requests that flooding and drainage issues, road capacity and road safety issues be addressed 
• Recommends that infrastructure be in place first and Council should undertake an infrastructure network capacity 

assessment 
• Requests that particular streets in Southport be re-instated with the Low-medium building height due to constraints 
• Requests that changes to Low density residential areas should not occur until development in High density residential 

areas are exhausted 
• Raises concern about diminished facilities for the aged 
• Requests a review of planned densities 
• Raises concern that there is no demand for additional dwellings within the Targeted growth areas 
• Raises concern about the impact on property values 
• Requests that the Targeted growth areas are located along major transport routes and regional activity centres 
• Raises concern that character-filled neighbourhoods will be lost 
• Opposes the changes as it will destroy amenity 
• Raises concern that there is no capacity in the schools, insufficient public transport and no job opportunities 
• Requests that more traditional residential areas be included in the overlay 
• Raises concern that resulting developments will be bulky, unattractive apartment buildings with minimal setbacks and 

landscaping 
 

(h) Reinstating the Low density residential zone in a certain part of Labrador 

28 
Submission points 

7% 
Support or support in part 

93% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Supports the change 
• Raises concern that there are too many areas in Labrador with a 16 metre height limit 
• Raises concern about flood risk in low lying areas of Labrador 
• Requests that further areas be included in the Low density residential zone 

 
(i) Removing Southport West from the Light rail urban renewal overlay map, to avoid duplication with the new 

Neighbourhood elements overlay 

1 
Submission points 

100% 
Support or support in part 

0% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Supports the proposed change 
 

 
Further ‘Significantly different’ changes 
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Following consideration of Round two submissions, the following ‘significantly different’ changes to the Our City 
Our Plan amendment package were re-advertised.  The following table outlines the proposed changes and the 
results from the Fourth round of consultation. 
 

Item 15 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 4 
(a) Exclude basements for the purposes of the impact assessment site cover trigger within the Targeted growth 
areas 

118 
Submission points 

88% 
Support or support in part 

12% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Supports change, provided: 
• basements up to 1m above ground are set back 6m from street to provide for deep planting; and 
• notes aid interpretation and clarify deep planting, landscaping provisions also apply 

• Opposes the proposed change, requesting clarity as to how it will operate and whether it will enable deep planting 
• Opposes the Impact assessment site cover trigger and removal of the 50% building height uplift in the Targeted growth 

areas as it will act as a disincentive for new tower development. 

(b) Include an additional provision in the Strategic Framework to support the assessment of increased site cover 
within the Targeted growth areas, focusing on building bulk and the balance of built form and landscaping 

106 
Submission points 

96% 
Support or support in part 

4% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Supports the proposed change, but raises concern about the 'planned character of the locality' and how this relates to 
the existing character of the locality 

• Supports changes, but raises concern proposed wording is too subjective. Recommends: 
• additional text: “The quantitative measures in the Acceptable outcomes inform the desired built form at all levels 

from Performance outcomes, through Overall outcomes to the Strategic framework.” 
• Requests that height limits are specific and enforced 
• Recommends the use of an independent design review panel to review all proposals and provide recommendations 

that inform DA process 
 

(c) Refine zoning, building heights and residential density in certain locations within the Targeted Growth Areas 

1390 
Submission points 

3% 
Support or support in part 

80% 
Oppose 

17% 
Comment only 

• Recommends that the City develop a Consolidation/infill strategy that provides assessment criteria that can guide 
changes to height, density, site cover, etc. 

• Objects to the proposed amendment, on the basis that community engagement has not been adequate, and the level 
of engagement did not involve or collaborate.  Suggests a lack of communication for the need and diversity of housing 
that State planning policy requires. 

• Raises concern that the proposed amendment does not meet the State's SEQ Regional Plan requirements for targeted 
growth, due to a lack of public transport, employment and other services. 

• Raises concern that the area does not have adequate infrastructure to support increased population. Concerns include 
capacity of hospitals, schools, road infrastructure, sewerage, water and public transport.  

• Recommends any new Investigation Areas required (due to reduced density in the TGA) be given the opportunity for 
community input into the evaluation of proposed growth and changes to their areas 
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Item 16 - Urban expansion: Upper Coomera Investigation area 
Round 1 overview 

139 
Submission points  9% 

Support or support in part 4% 
Oppose 87% 

Comment only 
 

Key submission points 
• Supports inclusion of Courtney Drive in the Amendment  
• Comments that new deliberate policy positions in the Emerging community zone Overall outcomes are reflected in the 

Strategic Framework 
• Comments in relation to administrative drafting matters 
• Opposes the proposed new Emerging community zone raising concern about impacts on biodiversity and exposure of 

future residents to bushfires 
• Requests increased residential density for land at 79, 89, 91, 97 and 99 Courtney Drive, Upper Coomera in line with 

RD1 
• Requests consideration of Multiple dwellings at a higher yield than presently proposed for the new Emerging 

community zone (Courtney West sub-precinct) 
• Opposes a prescriptive outcome for net residential density ranges in the Strategic Framework for ‘New Communities’. 
• Opposes the note under Overall outcome (3)(a)(iii) in 6.2.16 Emerging community zone, raising concern that it 

conflicts with the intent of the planned dwelling density referenced in the Overall outcomes 
• Supports 600sqm minimum lots (particularly in Courtney South-east sub-precinct) 
• Requests review of movement network outcomes (road, pedestrian and cycle) particularly the restrictions for a new 

road crossing of Yaun Creek 
• Opposes watercourse buffers located in the south western area of CW sub-precinct (99 Courtney Drive), raises 

concern that it is an ‘of least value’ watercourse, due to the presence of little ecological value 
• Requests the Precinct plan be amended to reduce the mapped Green space network (Public open space) area to 

align with the mapped ecological values that actually occur over 97-99 Courtney Drive 
• Opposes watercourse buffers and requests the Precinct plan nominates ‘of least value’ watercourses. 
• Opposes the location of a 1 hectare area local recreation park in the Upper Coomera (Courtney Drive) New 

Community and requests the location to be moved to west of Yaun Creek 
• Supports the location of the 1 hectare local recreation park. 
• Requests expansion of the Courtney West sub-precinct 
• Requests that Relocatable home park be specifically identified as an envisaged use in the Upper Coomera (Courtney 

Drive) New Community 
• Requests that the Upper Coomera (Courtney Drive) precinct provisions are amended to allow for privately maintained 

pedestrian walkways to provide public access through land that comprises the Ingenia land holding, in place of public 
roads 

• Requests the Upper Coomera Investigation area to include master plan structure arrangements for essential 
infrastructure  

 
‘Significantly different’ changes 
 
Following consideration of Round one submissions, the following ‘significantly different’ changes to the Our City 
Our Plan amendment package were readvertised.  The following table outlines the proposed changes and the 
results from the Second round of consultation. 
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Item 16 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 2 
(a) A new overall outcome for Multiple dwelling development in Courtney West and Courtney South-east to 

provide better planning guidance for delivery of an Impact assessment on multiple dwellings. 

173 
Submission points 

2% 
Support or support in part 

98% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Requests multiple dwellings and high rises not be permitted in Courtney West and Courtney South-east 
• Raises concern that the planning provisions do not provide enough protection from bushfire 
• Requests Council examine the bushfire risk of Courtney Road West  
• Raises concern that there is little to no flat land within the sub-precinct Courtney South-east 
• Opposes RD2 residential density designation in sub-precinct Courtney South-east 
• Opposes a particular Overall outcome in the Emerging community Overall outcomes 
• Opposes the implementation of the Upper Coomera Courtney Drive Investigation Area  
• Requests the fire risk of this area be determined 

(b) Amendments to the Strategic Framework and the Zone code are proposed to clarify that the Green space 
network areas are required to be restored and enhanced. 

4 
Submission points 

75% 
Support or support in part 

25% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Supports the change and requests more off leash dog parks 
• Supports the change and requests the width of riparian zones be increased to 50 metres 
• Opposes the buffer to Yaun Creek 
• Opposes the upgrade of Courtney Drive to a Minor residential collector road 

 
(c) Removal of a note the contemplated increased densities where sites are amalgamated, as it does not align 

with the Overall Outcomes 

169 
Submission points 

99% 
Support or support in part 

<1% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Supports the change 
• Opposes the change as it will prevent net densities above the stated range 

 

 
 

Item 17– Deletion of Investigation areas 
First consultation round overview 

118 
Submission points  <1% 

Support or support in part 97%  
Oppose 2% 

Comment only 
 

Key submission points 
• Requests justification as to why the proposed Investigation areas were removed from City Plan 
• Supports the proposed changes 
• Opposes the proposed changes due to concern relating to meeting SEQ Regional Plan growth benchmarks 

 
Following consideration of submissions, there were no changes identified for Item 17. 
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THEME 4: 
GROWTH AND DIVERSIFICATION OF EMPLOYMENT 
 

 

Item 18 – Improvements to the Future industry precinct 
First consultation round overview 

402 
Submission points  

<1% 
Support or support in part 

99% 
Oppose 

<1% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Recommends changes to the formatting of the table 
• Requests that Impact assessment be retained for industry land uses 

 
 ‘Significantly different’ changes 
 
Following consideration of Round one submissions, there were no significantly different changes identified for 
Item 18. 
 

Item 19 – Industrial land uses 
First consultation round overview 

3 
Submission points  

33% 
Support or support in part 

67%  
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Supports the proposed changes 
• Opposes the increased level of assessment for Medium impact industry 
• Raises concern that the proposed changes will affect the industrial land supply for Medium impact industry. 

 
Following consideration of submissions, there were no changes identified for Item 19. 
 

Item 20 – Neighbourhood centre improvements 
First consultation round overview 

1,238 
Submission points  

1% 
Support or support in part 19% 

Oppose 80% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
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• Requests that the Strategic Framework clearly identify the catchment size for new Neighbourhood centres in a 
Suburban neighbourhood 

• Opposes extending trading hours for the Neighbourhood centre at Currumbin 
• Requests that the extension of trading hours to 12 midnight in neighbourhood areas should not be a blanket 

extension, rather that it should be reviewed case-by-case and subject to Impact assessment to allow for submissions   
• Request Lots 1 and 2 SP216526 at 7-9 Burra Street Chevron Island be added to the proposed ‘Chevron Island late 

night dining precinct’ 
• Supports the late night trading precinct but suggests banning specific music to address the demographic profile in 

Main Beach 
• Raises concern that the Late night dining precinct will cause car parking issues and associated noise impacts 
• Requests changes to provisions in the Neighbourhood centre zone code relating to noise criteria and requiring access 

to be from the busiest road frontage 
• Opposes any expansion of non-residential land uses in Currumbin 
• Opposes the late-night dining area proposed on the east side of Gold Coast Highway between Sixth and Fifth 

Avenues, Burleigh Heads as it is immediately adjacent to the sacred Jebbribillum Bora Ground 

 
‘Significantly different’ changes 
 
Following consideration of Round one submissions, the following ‘significantly different’ changes to the Our City 
Our Plan amendment package were re-advertised.  The following table outlines the proposed changes and the 
results from the Second round of consultation. 
 

Item 20 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 2 
(a) Amend the catchment size for Suburban neighbourhoods to a 1,500m walk. 

169 
Submission points 

99% 
Support or support in part 

<1% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Supports the changes 
• Opposes the removal of the word ‘planned’ from planned character 

(b) Modify the Chevron Island Late night dining sub-precinct to include the properties at 7-9 Burra Street, 
Chevron Island. 

175 
Submission points 

99% 
Support or support in part 

<1% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Supports the changes 
• Suggests the provisions regulating audible noise, specifically Required outcome 5, in the late night precinct be revised 

to recognise the reasonable level of noise associated with living near a centre or tourist area  
 

(c) Remove the proposed Late night dining precinct from the neighbourhood centre at Pacific Parade, 
Currumbin, meaning hours of operation are envisaged to cease at 10pm (consistent with the current City 
Plan). 

168 
Submission points 

97% 
Support or support in part 

1% 
Oppose 

2% 
Comment only 

• Supports the changes 
• Opposes the change as the city needs more night life 
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Item 21 – Shops in High density residential zones 
First consultation round overview 

1 
Submission points  

100% 
Support or support in part 0%  

Oppose 0% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Supports the changes 

 
Following consideration of submissions, there were no changes identified for Item 21. 
 

 

THEME 5: 
ENVIRONMENT 
 

 

Item 22 – Environmental mapping 
First consultation round overview 

1,427 
Submission points  

29% 
Support or support in part 12% 

Oppose 59% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Supports updated mapping 
• Supports increased environmental protection 
• Requests that the most up-to-date vegetation mapping is used in City Plan 
• Requests review mapping designations on specific properties 

 
‘Significantly different’ changes 
 
Following consideration of Round one submissions, the following ‘significantly different’ changes to the Our City 
Our Plan amendment package were re-advertised.  The following table outlines the proposed changes and the 
results from the Second round of consultation. 
 

Item 22 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 2 
(a) Address site specific requests for inclusion or removal from the Critical corridor mapping. 

177 
Submission points 

1% 
Support or support in part 

99% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Opposes the exclusion of properties on Thompsons Road and Willowvale from the Hinterland to Coast Critical Corridor 
• Opposes the vegetation management mapping on specific properties 
• Opposes the environmental overlay mapping and zones of the properties abutting Pimpama Heights and Sport 

Complex 
• Raises concern that biodiversity values could be eroded through applications for removal of environmental values 
• Opposes the changes 
• Requests Tallebudgera Creek and Palm Beach Esplanade be added to the Critical corridor 
• Raises concern that the biodiversity mapping has remained unchanged despite priority of vegetation having increased. 
• Raises concern that the Biodiversity areas mapping still includes the Coombabah wastewater treatment plant and 
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Item 22 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 2 
aerodrome areas which is inconsistent with the mapping approach 

• Supports improved connectivity associated with the fauna underpass 
• Requests the environmental overlays that have been removed from properties with limited vegetation in the Critical 

corridors are reinstated. 
 

(b) Amend the Critical corridor mapping within the Environmental significance - biodiversity areas overlay map 
to include vegetation located within road casements (road reserves) and waterway casements where 
required to maintain connectivity and include significant biodiversity values. 

177 
Submission points 

94% 
Support or support in part 

<1% 
Oppose 

5% 
Comment only 

• Raises concern environmental mapping and bushfire mapping on a specific property does not reflect on ground values 
• Supports updating vegetation and biodiversity areas mapping on a regular basis  
• Recommends the final Koala Conservation Strategy mapping be incorporated into Council mapping 
• Recommends assessment and reporting of what vegetation is in the road and waterway casements be undertaken on 

a progressive basis 
• Recommends appropriate streetscape species be written into the corridor plan 
• Supports the addition of vegetation within road reserves and waterway casements as part of the critical corridor 

mapping 
 
(c) Update the Environmental significance – vegetation management overlay map to incorporate more up-to-

date State mapping and local vegetation data. 

193 
Submission points 

90% 
Support or support in part 

9% 
Oppose 

1% 
Comment only 

• Opposes downgrading of the current vegetation management status in the Darlington Ranges around The Plateau, 
Barrenjoey Drive and Upper Ormeau Road 

• Opposes the lack of recognition of the habitat of the Ormeau Bottle Tree in the Darlington Ranges 
• Requests the areas mapped as regulated vegetation on particular sites be removed, as these are devoid of any 

vegetation of significance 
• Supports the changes 
• Requests the inclusion of koala habitat mapping 
• Opposes a specific property being designated as priority vegetation 
• Requests the vegetation mapped on a specific property is listed as medium priority vegetation not high priority 

vegetation, to reflect the vegetation on the site  
• Opposes numerous lots being mapped as having environmental value, raising concern that this does not reflect what is 

on the ground 
• Requests further consultation with external stakeholders to outline the actions needed to improve koala conservation 

and natural environmental wildlife habitats and wetlands 
• Raises concern that updated mapping removes a lot of coastal vegetation areas 
• Opposes the updated Environmental mapping, including the uplifting of vegetation categories over the Boral quarry 

sites, as this conflicts with the State Interests (KRA designations) 
• Requests mapping be in-line with the most up-to-date vegetation and wildlife data and mapping, including the State 

Government’s Koala habitat mapping 
• Recommends the importance of small areas of existing and regrowth habitat be identified 
• Requests the vegetated escarpment on Currumbin Hill between Woodgee Street and Pacific Parade be included in the 

relevant environmental mapping 
• Opposes the use of State vegetation mapping, raising concern that its application causes conflict between State and 

Local planning instruments 

 
Further ‘Significantly different’ changes 
Following consideration of Round two submissions, the following ‘significantly different’ changes to the Our City 
Our Plan amendment package were re-advertised.  The following table outlines the proposed changes and the 
results from the Fourth round of consultation. 
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Item 22 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 4 
(a) Remove the Critical Corridor mapping from the City Plan Major update 2 &3 amendment package and retain 
City Plan version 8 corridor mapping 

210 
Submission points 

48% 
Support or support in part 

3% 
Oppose 

49% 
Comment only 

• Supports the proposed change, but raises concern about the risk of inappropriate development in these areas during 
the mapping review 

• Requests various additions and clarifications regarding environmental mapping around The Plateau and Cliff Barrons 
Road, Ormeau 

 

Item 23 – Rural and Rural residential landscape and environment precinct 
First consultation round overview 

29 
Submission points 

14% 
Support or support in part 79% 

Oppose 7% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Raises concern that the proposed mapping does not reflect the extent of vegetation on property 
• Opposes removal of the precinct due to devaluation of property and damage to the environment 
• Requests no reduction of environmental precinct zoning in the Darlington Ranges around The Plateau, Barrenjoey 

Drive and Upper Ormeau Road 
• Supports the application of these precincts in the hinterland areas as they seek to ensure land uses do not impact on 

Matters of environmental significance, landscape and scenic amenity values and assist in maintaining a strong 
vegetated buffer between the city’s urban area and the eastern escarpment areas bordering the Scenic Rim Region  

• Requests that minimum lot size for Rural residential zoned land is not increased to 16,000 square metres  
• Opposes inclusion of lots at the village centre of the Currumbin Eco Village being included in the Rural residential 

zone, Landscape and environment precinct, raising concern that it would adversely affect potential opportunities to 
enhance the village centre 

 
‘Significantly different’ changes 
 
Following consideration of Round one submissions, the following ‘significantly different’ changes to the Our City 
Our Plan amendment package were re-advertised.  The following table outlines the proposed changes and the 
results from the Second round of consultation. 
 

Item 23 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 2 
(a) Amend the Landscape and environmental precinct mapping in both the Rural and Rural residential zones to 

reflect more up-to-date vegetation data. 

174 
Submission points 

97% 
Support or support in part 

3% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Raises concern the environmental mapping and bushfire mapping on a specific property does not reflect on ground 
values 

• Opposes the reduction in number and size of the environmental precincts in the Darlington Ranges, The Plateau, 
Barrenjoey Drive and Upper Ormeau Road 

• Supports regular mapping updates to reflect the environmental values of vegetation and biodiversity 
• Opposes the vegetation mapping for lots when it does not reflect what is on the site  
• Support additions to Hinterland to Coast corridors 
• Supports the Landscape and environmental precinct mapping updates 

 
Further ‘Significantly different’ changes 
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Following consideration of Round two submissions, the following ‘significantly different’ changes to the Our City 
Our Plan amendment package were re-advertised.  The following table outlines the proposed changes and the 
results from the Fourth round of consultation. 
 

Item 23 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 4  
(a) Amend the Landscape and environmental precinct mapping in both the Rural and Rural residential zones to 
reflect changes to the critical corridor mapping 

116 
Submission points 

85% 
Support or support in part 

1% 
Oppose 

14% 
Comment only 

• Supports the proposed change 
• Requests the Landscape and environment precinct is mapped across high and medium priority areas 

 

Item 24 – Healthy waters code 
First consultation round overview 

422 
Submission points  

93% 
Support or support in part 5%  

Oppose 2% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Opposes changes 
• Supports changes 
• Requests riparian margins are a minimum width of 50 metres 
• Requests State planning policy triggers for water quality be used for assessment 
• Recommends changes to Code provisions 
• Requests an increase to the lot size trigger 
• Raises concern that the code is too prescriptive 
• Requests a more holistic approach for coordinating the City’s waterways 
• Requests better provision of the use of rainwater tanks 
• Opposes reference to ‘co-location of assets’ 
• Requests that minimum pollutant targets be aligned with the Planning Act 2016 and Environmental Protection Act 

1994. 
• Recommends changes to terminology used in the Code 
• Requests no commercial water extraction be undertaken in the hinterland 

 
‘Significantly different’ changes 
 
Following consideration of Round one submissions, there were no significantly different changes identified for 
Item 24. 
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THEME 6: 
OTHER LAND USE CHANGES AND ALIGNMENT IMPROVEMENTS 
 

 

Item 25 – Community Infrastructure – improving alignment 
Round 1 overview 

2 
Submission points  

0% 
Support or support in part 

0%  
Oppose 

100% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 

• Raises concern about Caretaker accommodation being Accepted subject to requirements in the Conservation zone. 

 
Following consideration of submissions, there were no changes identified for Item 25. 
 

Item 26 – Community infrastructure – Interface areas 
First consultation round overview 

4 
Submission points  

100% 
Support or support in part 0% 

Oppose 0% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Supports the changes and requests the overlay to be expanded to include the City’s Waste Transfer and Recycling 

Centres. 
 
‘Significantly different’ changes 
 
Following consideration of Round one submissions, the following ‘significantly different’ changes to the Our City 
Our Plan amendment package were re-advertised. The following table outlines the proposed changes and the 
results from the Second round of consultation. 
 

Item 26 Significantly different changes readvertised and Key submission points – Round 2 
(a) Inclusion of waste recycling and waste transfer stations in the ICIALIA overlay code, resulting in a 250m 

buffer area. 

168 
Submission points 

100% 
Support or support in part 

0% 
Oppose 

0% 
Comment only 

• Supports the proposed change 
 

 
Not Significantly different changes 
 
Following consideration of all submissions, no not significantly different changes were made. 
 

Item 27 – Dual supply system 
 
No submissions were received on Item 27. 
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Item 28 – Rural and Rural Residential zone amenity 
First consultation round overview 

116 
Submission points  

97% 
Support or support in part <1%  

Oppose 2% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Opposes the restrictions on rural properties 
• Requests that changes should be extended to assess amenity impacts and landscape values on a site-by-site basis. 
• Supports the changes 

 
Following consideration of submissions, there were no changes identified for Item 28. 
 

Item 29 – Retirement facilities 
First consultation round overview 

403 
Submission points  

<1% 
Support or support in part 99%  

Oppose <1% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Opposes lowering the level of assessment for Aged care facilities 
• Suggests that Council should consider additional incentives for establishing retirement facilities 
• Opposes increases to heights and densities for Aged care facilities.   

 
Following consideration of submissions, there were no changes identified for Item 29. 
 

Item 30 – Mapping updates 
 
No submissions were received on Item 30. 

 

Item 31 – Tables of assessment 
First consultation round overview 

10 
Submission points  

10% 
Support or support in part 50%  

Oppose 40% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Supports removing Impact assessable land uses from the Tables of assessment 
• Raises concern that more land uses have becoming Code assessable 
• Recommends that additional Impact assessment triggers be introduced 
• Opposes the changes 
• Recommends that consistent language and formatting be employed across all Tables of assessment 
• Recommends improving readability 

 
‘Significantly different’ changes 
 
Following consideration of Round one submissions, there were no significant changes identified for Item 31.  
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Item 32 – Consequential administrative and editorial improvements 
Round 1 overview 

4 
Submission points  

25% 
Support or support in part 25%  

Oppose 50% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Recommends removal of the term ‘affordability’  
• Recommends introduction of an Impact assessment trigger for density 
• Requests that the definition of ‘ground floor’ reflect Q100 defined flood level 

 
Following consideration of submissions, there were no changes identified for Item 32. 
 

Item 33 – Changes to Land development guideline policy 
First consultation round overview 

2 
Submission points  

100% 
Support or support in part 0%  

Oppose 0% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Requests an increase in time frames from 5 days to at least 15 days for the supply of water and sewer as-constructed 

details for live connections 
• Raises concern that the timing for submission of as-constructed data and connections is unclear and that the wording 

could suggest that the details can be provided after connection 

 
Following consideration of submissions, there were no changes identified for Item 33. 
 

Item 34 – Changes in response to Ministerial Conditions for The Spit Master Plan 
First consultation round overview 

141 
Submission points  

82% 
Support or support in part 3%  

Oppose 15% 
Comment only 

 

Key submission points 
• Opposes the changes 
• Supports the changes 
• Raises concern that proposed changes will constrain commercial outcomes 
• Recommends that all parkland be given 7.5 metre height limit 
• Requests that the proposed Light rail corridor be removed from The Spit 
• Recommends that all open space be given a 11.5 metre height designation to be consistent with the rest of the city 
• Supports the changes in the Strategic Framework 
• Supports the inclusion of the Master Plan in City Plan 
• Opposes the changes on Wavebreak Island 
• Supports facilitating the ’Central Park’ concept 

 
Following consideration of submissions, there were no changes identified for Item 34. 
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